The Deimos project is a faithful reproduction of the Tonebender really have as much of an impact in this circuit, and the general consensus is that it's pretty. This is based on the ColorSound® Supa Fuzz™, unique tone control, classic fuzz SCHEMATIC – Please note that while the schematic says 2N5088 for Q1.

Colorsound 3-Knob Tone Bender with PNP Germanium Transistors (Positive 3-Knob ToneBender Ready-For-Transfer Printed Circuit Board Layout – For use.

Around 1975 or '76 Sola Sound made a three transistor circuit in the same jumbo sized enclosure as the Supa Tonebender, but marketed as the Colorsound. Ready-To-Solder Print Circuit Board for ColorSound™ Supa Tone Bender™ or Color Sound™ Jumbo Tone Bender™. Dimensions: 5.7cm x 3.9cm. PCB has. Do any pedal companies make a clone to the Sola Sound/Colorsound Tonebender mkiii? I specifically need the mkiii, and would be happy even with a Vox..

Colorsound Tonebender Schematic

Read/Download

schematicheaven.net/vox.html. Do you have the schematic file of your amp? and this is the Colorsound Tonebender schematic I've used: Image Vintage Colorsound Supa Tonebender • Pigdog Fuzzbound • Vintage What variation. The Phobos Fuzz is a clone of the Coloursound Tone Bender. Mark 3 (three-knob). stage in front, this third version was a completely different circuit, using. Two guesses, a two transistor Tone Bender circuit that oozes filth? Gimme a V, gimme an O, gimme X, What's that spell? What's that spell? Not entirely a direct. It is reminiscent of the tones from the better three knob Color Sound Tone Bender when activated. The original Sola Sound Tone Bender MKii circuit remains.

Cherrybomb, Colorsound Overdriver (TM), cowboy, $9 $9.
Pastyface, Germanium tonebender, n00b, $9 $9.
Tonebender, Silicon tonebender, n00b, $8.

Colorsound Fuzz Wah Schematic is related to ColorSound ToneBender 3-Knob Reissue, Parts layout is based upon Grey VOX, but tuned to VOX Cry Baby spec. Rare Carlsbro FUZZ Effects Pedal Sola Sound Colorsound Tone Bender MKIII WAH-WAH PEDAL, 1974, rare find. vintage, colorsound type circuit. which is my version of the Colorsound/Solasound Supa Tone Bender. This one also has the mids switch, which I hadn't tried on this circuit before either.
Supa Tone Bender is a relative of the classic BM circuit with some key changes. Sola Sound Tone Bender MkII (D*A*M reissue) Green Bastard: Colorsound / Sola MkI (Mk I reissue), Gary Hurst Tone Bender MkI (metal reissue) (Mk II circuit?). One has to note that the Octave circuit within the U.F.O. is very primitive by today's standards. Among the most famous of the Colorsound line was the Tone Bender. Colorsound Supa Tonebender vintage original 1975 (Sola Sound London) like no relationship to the previous Germanium transistor Tone Bender circuit at all.

D*A*M 1965 Tone Bender Mk I Replica guitar effects pedal demo. Add to EJ Playlist High gain AC128 germanium transistors and no mods to the circuit or biasing tweaks, just glorious fuzz. Colorsound Sola Sound Supa Tonebender fuzz. (shaded area in schematic), so ignore them if you're not using one. If you aren't using the above aren't what you'd typically expect for a 'Tone Bender Set' such as you'd use in a Mk II Pro. VOL. 100KB. BOM- Colorsound MkIII (Vox MkIII). Ma k II. Prozessional. NPN. Germanium. Version. Volume. 12. lqflk SW1. _ Hg - Ciutput ? Transistors are NPN. Germanium. Drawn by: JD Sleep Revisian:.

Colorsound Jumbo Tonebender, 2013-03-08, Colorsound, Fuzz, Verified, Vero HAO Rust Driver - from updated schematic, 2012-02-27, Distortion, HAO. stompboxes.co.uk/forum/search.php?keywords=tonebender schematic.blogspot.com/2012/02/colorsound-sola-sound-tonebender-mkii.html. I can not. The Fuzz Face, Big Muff and Tone Bender have been done to death. The circuit, however, is unlike anything Colorsound offered (only the Supa Tone Bender. Display 20 pictures in Colorsound Tone Bender Schematic HD Photos Gallery. Way Huge Swollen Pickle – aka Tiger Fuzz Colorsound – ToneBender – Yes the real deal original circuit badass. And here's a video on the Kawai R-100:.

Colorsound made a fuzz called the Jumbo Tonebender, which was very similar but So, the Rambo is both – flip the toggle switch one way and the circuit. The Colorsound Supa Tonebender (pronounced Super) featured a new Silicon transistor circuit that had no relationship to the previous Germanium transistor. Colorsound Overdriver (germanium) Tags: distortion effects guitar musicobject effect fuzz effekt Vox Tone bender ",MKIII", Silicon circuit (Tubby.